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equations involved in the design. To avoid this 
difficulty, several approaches [12, 13] have been 
developed to transform the original problem into s-
independent sub-problems, among which, the time-
scale decomposition [12] is commonly adopted. As 
an alternative to the Riccati equation solution, the 
LMI formulation has been attracting more and more 
attention of robust control researchers. However, up 
to the present, it remains an open area solving the 
mixed t� t� control problems for singular 
perturbation systems through LMI approach. Garcia 
et al. [4] extended the results of [14] and proposed a 
solution for the infinite time near optimal regulator 
problem (t� control) for singular perturbation 
systems through an LMI formulation. A time scale-
decomposition was employed on the overall system 
as well. In [15] a different way for solving this 
problem is presented. By proposing a new lemma, 
the problem is formulated into a set of inequalities 
independent of .  An algorithm is given to solve this 
set of inequalities through the LMI formulation. But 
extension of this method to mixed t� t� control is 
very difficult. In [16] a same approach is used for 
solving problem with static output feedback instead 
of state feedback. 

Combination of different techniques to obtain the 
different performances is widely used today ([7, 10]). 
This method results in the hybrid dynamical systems 
which include continuous and discrete dynamics and 
a mechanism (supervisor) managing the interaction 
between these dynamics [2]. In an actual engineering 
control problem, various conflicting requirements 
such as disturbance rejection and robustness to 
changing conditions and plant uncertainties have to 
be satisfied. General multi-objective control 
problems are difficult and remain mostly open up to 
now. By the multi-objective control, we mean 
synthesis problems with a mix of performances. The 
mixed H2/H� control is an important robust control 
method and has been studied by many researchers. 
The mixed H2/H� control is concerned with the 
design of a controller that minimizes the H2 
performance of the system with respect to some 
input noises while it guarantees certain worst case 

performance with respect to other external 
disturbances.  

Compared with the sole H� control, the mixed 
H2/H� control is more attractive in engineering 
practice, since the former is a worst-case design 
which tends to be conservative whereas the later 
minimizes the average performance with a 
guaranteed the worse-case performance. 

In the present paper, the switching mixed H2/H� 
state feedback control problems for continuous-time 
linear singular perturbation systems are solved. The 
simple design methods of [1] are applied to derive 
the state-feedback gains, separately for two fast and 
slow sub-systems. A fuzzy supervisor is proposed for 
the hybrid combination of these controllers to use 
their advantages and to ensure the required 
performances and the stability of the closed loop 
system. 

The contribution of the presented work is 
combining fast and slow sub-system controllers 
using a supervisor, which manages the gradual 
transition from one controller to another. This 
method is applied to use the advantages of each 
controller. The gradual transition attenuates the 
uncontrollability and instability problems related to 
the abrupt switch. The control signal is obtained via 
a weighted sum of the two signals given by the slow 
and fast sub-system controllers. This weighted sum 
is managed thanks to a fuzzy supervisor, which is 
adapted to obtain the desired closed loop system 
performances. So, the fast sub-system controller 
mainly acts in the transient phase providing a fast 
dynamic response and enlarging the stability limits 
of the system, while the slow sub-system controller 
acts mainly in the steady state to reduce chattering 
and to maintain the tracking performances. 
Furthermore, the global stability of the system even 
if the system switches from one configuration to 
another (transient to steady state and vice versa) is 
guaranteed. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 
presents the system definition and the controllers 
used. In Section 3, the fuzzy supervisor and the 
proposed control law are described. Stability analysis 
is demonstrated in Section 4. The design procedure is 
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explained in Section 5 and an example is given to 
illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method, 
followed by conclusions in Section 6. 
 
Notation: Throughout the paper the superscript ‘T’ 
stands for matrix transposition, uvdenotes the n 
dimensional Euclidean space, uvIwis the set of all x Iy real matrices, and the notation z { �, 
(respectively, z # �) for z | uvIv means that P is 
symmetric and positive definite (respectively, 
positive semi- definite). 

 
2- Problem Statement 

Consider the following linear singularly 

perturbated system  with slow and fast dynamics 
described in the "singularly perturbated" form: 

}~� ��
� ��N � �N�N � ���� � ��Ol � �N�s�� � � ���N � �g�� � ��Cl � ���� � ��O�N � ��C�� � �������������������� � �N�N � ������������������������������������                (1)         

Where ��s�uv�E n � �E �, are the states; �s�uwO is the 
control input; ls�uwC is the disturbance input; �s�u�O 
is the measured output; �s�u�C is output to be 

regulated; and  is a small positive parameter. By 
introducing the following notation: �
� � ��N���E����� � � �N ���s �� �s �g��
�� � � �NN� ���E������������ � � ��ON� ��C�������������                  (2) 

�� � ���O ��C�E������� � ��N ��� 
The system  can be rewritten into the following 
compact form: 

�~ ��� � ��� � ���� � �� ¡ � ¢¡� � £¡ �����������������¤ � ¢��������������������������������                                    
(3) Applying a static state feedback control:   � ¥�                                                                    (4) 
Leads to the following closed-loop system: 

�¦§~ ¨�� � �¦§� � �¦§�¡ � ¢¦§��������������������������������������������������������������������(5) 

Where �©� � �ª � �ª«�©� � ��¬������������©� � �� � ��« �������������������������������������������������������������(6)�
Denote the transfer function of the closed-loop 
system �¦§ from � to ¡ as: 

�rE «
 � �©��r® � �©�
MN�©��
The generalized t�norm of �rE «
 is defined by[1]: �¯nx°±�rE «
±� � ¯nx° ²±��
±~��©� � �E  #�E ³ ±l�q
±�´q � �µ¶ · � ¯nx¸ ±�±¹±�±C                        (7) 

And the t� norm of �rE «
 is defined by: 

±�rE «
±º � »�¼° ±U±C±½±C���������������������������������������������(8)  

Where the norm ±¾± of a complex matrix ¾ is 
defined as the largest singular value of ¾. 
Slow and fast sub-systems: If �¿�be a nonsingular 
matrix, we can decomposite the original singularly 
perturbated system (1) to two slow and fast 
subsystems. The slow subsystem defined letting � � À in second equation of (1) and computing �Á in 
terms of �Â, � and  , then substituting it in the first 
equation. Therefore, the slow subsystem is obtained 
as follows: 

� �� Ã � �Ã�Ã � ��Äl � �NÄ�Ã�Ã � ��Ä�Ã � ��Äl � �Ã�Ã��Ã � �Ã�Ã � ��ÄOl � �ÃN�Ã                                (9) 

Where: �Ã � �N � ���gMN�� ��Ä � ��O � ���gMN��C �NÄ � �N � ���gMN�� ��ÄÅ��O � ��C�gMN�� ��Ä � ���C�gMN��C �Ã � �� � ��C�gMN��       (10) �Ã � �N � ���gMN�� ��ÄO � ����gMN��C �ÃN � ����gMN�� 

The fast subsystem of (1) is defined by: 

�Æ�� Ç � ����Ç � ��Cl � ���Ç�Ç � ��C�Ç � ���Ç���������������Ç � ���Ç����������������������������� �                             (11) 

Therefore, according to (9) and (11) we can 
decompose the overall full order system (1) into two 
slow and fast subsystems. In sequel, we use these 
two subsystems for slow and fast controller design 
and then mix them using a fuzzy supervisor to 
produce proposed controller for the overall system. 

The Suboptimal ÈÁ static state feedback control 
problem:   let  É { ��be a given constant. If possible 
to find a static state feedback gain   such that the 
closed loop system be asymptotically stable and ±�rE «
±� Ê Ë. 

The Suboptimal Èº static state feedback control 
problem: let �Ì { � be a given constant. If possible 
to find a static state feedback gain  such that the 
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closed loop system be asymptotically stable and ±�rE «
±º Ê Í. 
The Suboptimal mixed ÈÁ Èº static state 
feedback control problem: let Ì {0 be a given 
constant. If possible to find a static state feedback 
gain  such that the closed loop system be 
asymptotically stable and we have: ¯nx����±�rE «
±�  
Subject to: ±�rE «
±º Ê Í 
In this paper we focus on the suboptimal mixed t� tº static state feedback control problem. In 
sequel, we express the suboptimal H2, H� and mixed t� tº problems in terms of the linear matrix 
inequalities (LMI). 

Lemma 2.1. [1](The Suboptimal overall H2 static 
state feedback control problem): 
Consider overall system (1). The static state 
feedback control law (4) stabilize closed loop system 
(5) and achieves a prescribed H2-norm bound É { � 
for closed loop system (5), if and only if there exists z � zµ { � and Z with appropriate dimensions such 
that: Î��ª � ��«
z � z��ª � ��«
µ z��� � ��«
µ��� � ��«
z �® ÏÊ � Ð z ��¬��¬µ Ñ Ò { ������������������������������������������  (12)�ÓÔÕm�Ñ
 Ê Ö 

In (12), P, K and Z shall be found. But cross product 
of K and P is appeared in (12) and therefore, it is not 
in the LMI format. With change of variables as × � zE u � «×, we can transform the nonlinear form 
(12) to the following LMI form 

Î��× � ×�ªµ � ��u � uµ��µ ×��µ � uµ��µ��× � ��u �® Ï Ê � 

Ð × ��¬���Ø Ñ Ò { �                                                (13) 

ÓÔÕm�Ñ
 Ê Ö  

By solving the mentioned LMI's, Q, R and Z will be 
found and control law (4) is calculated as: « � u×MN                                                              (14) 
Applying (14) to system (1), guarantees that the 
closed loop system (5) is asymptotically stable and 
H2-norm (7) is less than�É { �. 

Lemma 2.2. [1](The Suboptimal overall H� static 
state feedback control problem): Consider the overall 
system (1). The static state feedback control law (4) 
stabilize closed loop system (5) and achieves a 
prescribed H�-norm bound Ì { �  for the closed loop 
system (5), if and only if there exists z � zµ { � 
with appropriate dimension such that: 

Ù��� � ��«
z � z��� � ��«
µ ��¬ z��� � ��«
µ��¬µ �® �©�µ��� � ��«
z �©� �Ì�® Ú 

�����������������������������������������������������������������������������Ê �    (15) 
In (15), P and K are variables to be finding. But cross 
product of them is appeared in (15) and therefore, 
(15) is not a LMI. With change of variables as × � zE u � «×, we can transform the nonlinear form 
(15) into the following LMI form: 

Û��× � ×�ªµ � ��u � uµ��µ ��¬ ×��µ � uµ��µ��¬µ �® �©�µ��× � ��u �©� �Ì�® Ü 

����������������������������������������������������������������������������Ê ������ (16) 
By solving LMI (16), Q and R will be found and the 
control law (4) is calculated from (14). Applying this 
controller to system (1), guarantees that the closed 
loop system (5) is asymptotically stable and H�-
norm (8) is less than Ì { � . 

Lemma 2.3. [1] (The Suboptimal overall Mixed t� tº static state feedback control problem): 
Consider the overall system (1). The static state 
feedback control law (4) satisfies mixed t� tº 
control problem if and only if the following LMI's 
for × � ×µE uE Ñ and a given positive scalar Ì { � are 
satisfied:�Ý�Þ�Ö
Subject to: (13) and (16)                                       (17) 
By solving (17) we can find Q, R, Z and . Then, the 
control law (4) is computed from (14). Therefore, in 
the Mixed t� t� control problem, we can minimize 
H2-norm of the closed loop system (5) subject to a 
constraint on the it's H�-norm by using static state 
feedback (14). 
 
3- Fuzzy supervisor 
The approach used in this paper for solving the 
mixed H2/H� control problem for the linear singular 
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perturbation system is different from former 
approaches. We start with an overall linear singular 
perturbation system and decompose it to the slow 
and fast subsystems. Then we solve the mixed H2/H� 
control problem for each slow and fast subsystems 
and find «ÇßÃà�Ôx´�«Ã�á� by solving the 
corresponding LMI's. It is well known that the fast 
subsystem is a good approximation for the transient 
time of the overall system response and the slow 
subsystem is a good model for the steady state time 
of overall system response. Therefore, the  fast 
subsystem controller «ÇßÃà can be used during the 
transient time and the slow subsystem controller «Ã�á� can be used during the steady state, their 
control actions are combined by means of a 
weighting factor,�â | ��E��, representing the output 
of a fuzzy logic supervisor that takes the tracking 
error e and its time derivatives mE� �mã E ä E mvMN  as 
inputs.  

The fuzzy system is constructed from a collection 
of fuzzy rules whose jth component can be given in 
the form nå�m�nr�tNæ �Ôx´äÔx´�mvMN�nr�tvMNæ �pmx�â � âæ    (18)��
Where t�æ  is a fuzzy set and âæ  is a singleton. 

It is easy to see that it can be considered as a 
fuzzy rule of a Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy system. The 
fuzzy implication uses the product operation rule. 
The connective AND is implemented by means of 
the minimum operation, whereas the fuzzy rules are 
combined by algebraic addition. Defuzzification is 
performed using the centroid method, which 
generates the gravity center of the membership 
function of the output set. Since the membership 
functions that define the linguistic terms of the 
output variable are singletons, the output of the fuzzy 
system is given by: 


 � ç 
�è�éO ê ��ëìëéOç ê ��ëìëéOè�éO                                                (19) 

Where í�Lis the degree of membership of t�æ�and m is 
the number of fuzzy rules used. 

The objective of this fuzzy supervisor is to 
determine the weighting factor, J, which gives the 
participation rate of each control signal. Indeed, 
when the norm of the tracking error e and its time 
derivatives mE� �mã E ä E mvMNare small, the plant is 
governed by the slow subsystem controller «Ã�á� 

(J � �  ) . Conversely, if the error and its derivatives 
are large, the plant is governed by the fast subsystem 
controller «ÇßÃà (J � �). The control action u is 
determined by:  � � �� � â
�ÇßÃà � â�Ã�á���������������������������������������
�îpmÓm~��Ã�á� � «Ã�á��N���ÇßÃà � «ÇßÃà��                                                      (21)  

Structure of the proposed controller with the fuzzy 
supervisor is shown in figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Structure of Proposed Controller 

 
Remark 3.1. In the case of a large rule base, some 
techniques can be employed to significantly reduce 
the number of rules activated at each sampled time 
by using the system position in the state space. 
Indeed, it is demonstrated that using a strict 
triangular partitioning allows guaranteeing that, at 
each sampling time, each input variable is described 
with two linguistic terms at the most. Thus, the 
output generated by the fuzzy system with n inputs is 
then reduced to that produced by the subsystem 
composed of the �: fired rules. 
 
4- Stability analysis 
The theorem of Essounbouli et al. [7] is used to 
prove the global stability of the system governed by 
the control law (20). Similar to [7], this theorem is 
rewritten as follows: 
Theorem 4.1. Consider a combined fuzzy logic 
control system as described in this work. If:  
1. There exists a positive definite, continuously 
differentiable and radially unbounded scalar function 

 for each subsystem, 
2. Every fuzzy subsystem gives a negative definite ï�  
in its active region, 
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3. The weighted sum defuzzification method is used, 
such that for any control input u ��Þ��7&@,½E 7D�&ð
 � 7 � �ñò��7&@,½E 7D�&ð
E�

Then the resulting control u, given by (20), 
guarantees the global stability of the closed loop 
system. 

Proof: Satisfying two first conditions guarantees 
the existence of a Lyapunov function in the active 
region which is a sufficient condition for ensuring 
the asymptotic stability of the system during the 
transition from the fast subsystem controller to the 
slow subsystem controller. Consider the Lyapunov 
function ïÇßÃà � óµzÇßÃàó where zÇßÃà is a positive 
definite matrix and the solution of (17) for fast 
subsystem (11) and we have ôw�v�zÇßÃà
óµó �óµzÇßÃàó, where ôw�v�zÇßÃà
 is the minimal eigenvalue 
of zÇßÃà. Consider the Lyapunov function ïÃ�á� �óµzÃ�á�ó where zÃ�á� is a positive definite matrix and 
the solution of (17) for the slow subsystem (9) and 
we have 

 óµzÃ�á�ó � ôwßõ�zÃ�á�
óµó,  
where ôwßõ�zÃ�á�
 is the maximal eigenvalue of zÃ�á�.  

To satisfy the second condition of the theorem, it 
is enough to choose zÃ�á�and zÇßÃà�such that: ôwßõ�zÃ�á�
 � ôw�v�zÇßÃà
������������������������������������(22) �pnr� Õöx´nqnöx� o�ÔÓÔxqmmr� qpÔq� nx� qpm�xmnop÷öÓpöö´� öå� qpm� rqmÔ´�� rqÔqm� �qpm� røöl�r�÷r�rqmy�ÕöxqÓöøømÓ
E� qpm�ùÔø�m�öå�qpm�ú�Ô¼�xöù�å�xÕqnöx� ïÇßÃà� nr� oÓmÔqmÓ� qpÔx� qpÔq� öå� ïÃ�á��� ö�o�ÔÓÔxqmm�qpm�qpnÓ´�Õöx´nqnöxE�qpm�÷ÔøÔxÕnxo�qmÓy�� qÔûmr� nqr� ùÔø�mr� nx� qpm� nxqmÓùÔø� ��� �����öxrmü�mxqø�E� qpm� qpÓmm� Õöx´nqnöxr� öå� qpm� Ô÷öùm�qpmöÓmy� ÔÓm� rÔqnrånm´� Ôx´� qpm� oøö÷Ôø� rqÔ÷nønq�� öå�qpm�r�rqmy�nr�o�ÔÓÔxqmm´���øröE�ÔÕÕöÓ´nxo�qö�����nx�rqmÔ´��rqÔqm�¼pÔrmE�lpmx�lm��rm��Ã�á� � «Ã�á��N�åöÓ� ÕöxqÓöø� öå� ö¼mx� øöö¼� r�rqmy� ��
E� å�øø� öÓ´mÓ�Õøörm´� øöö¼� r�rqmy� ��
� lnøø� ÷m� Ôr�y¼qöqnÕÔøø��rqÔ÷øm�� »öE� pm� zÓö÷ømy� åöÓy�øÔqnöx� �qpm�rlnqÕpnxo�t� tý�ÕöxqÓöø
�lnøø�÷m�Ôr~�� Ý�Þ���]8��±.�_E þ
±�
&@,½_7��8�`�`4~��±.�_E þ
±º
&@,½ Ê Í&@,½

and     
      Ý�Þ���]8��±.�_E þ
±�
D�&ð_7��8�`�`4~��±.�_E þ
±º
D�&ð Ê ÍD�&ðîpnøm~���ôwßõ�zÃ�á�
 � ôw�v�zÇßÃà
�� � �����(23)���������������������������������������
Remark 4.1. It should be noted that the proof of 
stability in this case is similar to those used for the 
switching system theory [7, 9]. Indeed the energy of 
the slow subsystem is less than that for the fast 
subsystem, guaranteeing the stability of the closed 
loop system during the transition from fast to slow. 
In the event of large external disturbance, which 
force the system back to a transient phase, the 
proposed controller adjusts the weighting factor in a 
way that the system remains stable in the new 
configuration until returning to the steady state, 
which implies a new variation of the control signal.  
 
5- Design procedure 
We can summarize the design procedure as follows: 

1- Compute the slow and fast subsystems of the 
overall system (1) from (9) and (11). 

2- Solve the control problem (23) for the slow and 
fast subsystems (9) and (11) with given positive 
scalars  ÌÃ�á� and ÌÇßÃà to find «Ã�á� and «ÇßÃà 
from (14).  

3- Compute �Ã�á� and �ÇßÃà from (21). 
4- Calculate the control signal u from � ��� � â
�ÇßÃà � â�Ã�á� that â | ��E�� is 

governed by the fuzzy supervisor according to 
the error and its derivatives. 

5- Apply this control signal to (1) and construct 
the closed loop system (5). 

 
To construct the fuzzy supervisor, first, the fuzzy 
sets are defined for each input (the error and its 
derivatives) and output; then, the rule base is 
elaborated. The error vector is computed and then is 
injected in the supervisor to determine the value of�â  
to apply to the global control signal. 
 
Example. 5.1. To demonstrate the solvability of the 
various LMIs, simplicity and low conservativeness 
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of the proposed method, a forth-order, four-output, 
two-input example is considered and a switching 
static state feedback controllers is sought: 
Consider a singularly perturbated system described 
by (1) with: 

�N � ��� �� ��� E �� � ���� �� �� E �� � ���� �� �� �g � ��� �� �>� E �N � �� �� �� E ������� � �� �� �� �½O � �� �� ������ �� �� E �½C � �� �� ������ �� �� 
N̂ � �� �� �� E ^� � �� �� �� E ÛO � �� �� �� �� �� 
ÛC � �� �� �� �� �� E 	U � �� �� �� �� �� E 
 � ����

 

According to the proposed design method in section 
5, the following results are obtained: 

«Ã�á� � ��>���>�� �������>������>�� �������� � 
«ÇßÃà � ��MNN I � ���1�� �������������� �������� «��à�wß� � ���>�1��� ����������>>����1 ����>��1 ������1����� ������1������� �������� «Ã��à©�v� � ��� � â
«ÇßÃà â«Ã�á�� 

 
The fuzzy supervisor is constructed by using three 

fuzzy sets zero, medium and large for the tracking 
error and its time derivative. The corresponding 
membership functions are triangular, as shown in 
Figure 3. For the output, five singletons are selected; 
very large (VL), large (L), medium (M), small (S) 
and zero (Z), corresponding to 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and 
0, respectively. The fuzzy rule base is depicted in 
Figure 2. Rules are defined by a table; for example, a 
rule in the table can be stated as follows: “IF the 
norm of the error is medium AND the norm of the 
error derivative is large, THEN 
 is zero”.  

From obtained simulation results in the table 1, it 
is clear that the proposed method gives better 
response than the conventional optimal design 
method. In our proposed switching method, with a 
smaller Í for t�constraint, we have a smaller t� 

norm. But both of t� and t�norms are increased in 
conventional optimal method. From figure 2, it is 
clear that the state regulation in our proposed 
controller is better related to conventional optimal 
controller. 

 
Table 1: Performance Comparison of Example 5.1 

 t� t� 
Optimal 11.9754 1.8664 

Switching 2.9774 1.0274 

 
Fig. 2: State Responses of Example 5.1 

 
�
�
�
�
�
�

 
 

Fig. 3: Structure of The Proposed Fuzzy Supervisor 
 
Example. 5.2. [8] To demonstrate the solvability of 
the various LMIs, simplicity and low conservatives 
of the proposed method, a forth-order, four-output, 
one-input example is considered and a switching 
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static state feedback controllers is sought.Consider a 
singularly perturbated system described by (1) with: 

 �N � ��������1� ����1�>����>1���� � ��
�� � ������1�� ��������� � ��
�� � ���������� �������1� ����g � ������1��> ��>���>���������� �����>�>���N � ���������� �����>�������� � �����>���> ��������>���½O � ��������1� I ��M� �� �½C � �����1�>>� I ��M� ������>� I ��M�� 
N̂ � ��� �� ��� ���� �� � ^� � ��� �� ��� ����� � � 
ÛN � �� �� �� E Û� � ��������� �������1�� � ���� � �� ��E������Æ � �������

 
Following the proposed design method in section 5, 
the following results are obtained: �«Ã�á� � �������� ������� «ÇßÃà � ����1�� ���11�� «��à�wß� � ������� �����>���������1� ���1��� «Ã��à©�v� � ��� � â
«ÇßÃà â«Ã�á�� 
 
From obtained simulation results in table 2, it is clear 
that proposed method give better response than 
conventional optimal design method. In our proposed 
switching method, with a smaller � for tºconstraint, 
we have a smaller t� norm. But both of t� and tºnorms are increased in conventional optimal 
method. From figure 4, it is clear that output 
regulation in our proposed controller is better related 
to conventional optimal controller. 

Table 2: Performance Comparison of Example 5.2 

 t� t� 
Optimal 0.1734 0.0286 
Switching 0.0410 0.0058 

�

�
Fig. 4: Output Responses of Example 5.2 

 
6- Conclusions 
    In this paper, the convex optimization method is 
used for design of the logic based switching  t� tº 
controller for a linear singular perturbation system. 
The proposed controller guarantees stability of the 
closed loop system and satisfies the prescribed level 
of the performance indexes for the both of t� and tº norms. Use of two reduced-order fast and slow 
mode controllers instead of one full-order optimal 
controller is the main contribution of this paper. A 
fuzzy supervisor manages both of fast and slow 
controllers performance such that stability of the 
closed loop system is guaranteed and the  
performance criteria  is satisfied. Reality, the fast 
mode controller has a good performance in the 
transient interval (the fast dynamic response and the 
low energy impulse response) and the slow mode 
controller affect the steady state section and attenuate 
the low frequency disturbances interaction. The 
simulation results show that the proposed controller 
cause a considerable improvement in the 
performance of the closed loop system. 
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